1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

The application of artificial neural networks (ANNs) for prediction and optimization of concrete properties is relatively a new research area and recent studies have demonstrated that ANN is one of the best machine learning tools for this purpose ([@bib11]; [@bib27]; [@bib40]). The comparison between ANN and some classical modeling techniques such as response surface methodology (RSM), Plackett-Burman designs, full factorial designs and randomized block designs showed the supremacy of ANN as a modeling technique in analyzing non-linear relationships of data sets, which consequently provides good fitting for data and as well as better predictive ability ([@bib18]).

Artificial neural network can be described as a simplified model with a structure similar to a biological network. It imitates the ability of the human brain in performing neurological processes ([@bib16]). Through iteration process, the network learns from examples and continues the iteration process until the output is in conformity with the provided response based on the specified level of accuracy. Every example consists of series of inputs and corresponding outputs also known as responses and the network makes changes through the internal connections known as weights ([@bib35]; [@bib27]; [@bib4]; [@bib27]).

In recent times, the application of ANN as a prediction tool by a wide range of discipline including engineering has been on the increase, due to their capability to utilize learning algorithm and recognize input and output relationship for non-linear, complex systems ([@bib3]; [@bib44]; [@bib30]). ANN technique possesses great potentials for experimental modeling and optimization due to their ability to understand the interaction behind complex processes ([@bib14]. ANN is suitable in engineering research since most problems in engineering are non-linear in nature.

Several training algorithms have been explored in ANN such as Powell- Beale conjugate algorithm, Palk-Ribiere conjugate gradient algorithm, Levenberg Marquardt, Scaled conjugate gradient back propagation, resilient back propagation, one step secant back propagation, Flectcher-reeves conjugate gradient algorithm and Quasi-Newton algorithm with Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfrab and Shanno (BFGS) alongside different network architectural parameters. Compared to other training algorithms, LM with tan-sigmoid transfer function was reported to give the best prediction efficiency for concrete compressive strength ([@bib11]).

Also, multilayer perceptron back propagation algorithm of ANN and multi-layered feed forward with back propagation algorithm of ANN were found suitable for predicting the compressive strength and durability of concrete with good level of accuracy ([@bib18]; [@bib27]). Also, several number of non-linear functions are available in ANN such as sigmoid, Tanh, Gaussian, Linear, Threshold Linear, Bipolar Linear ([@bib13]). The sigmoid function was observed to be the most commonly used function ([@bib27]).

In the multilayer normal feed forward connection, information flows only in one direction, that is from the input layer through the hidden layer to the output layer, while the multilayer full feed forward accommodates direct connection between the input layer and the output layer as shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} (a) and (b).Fig. 1(a) Multi-layer normal feed forward (b) Multi-layer full feed forward ([@bib13]).Fig. 1

Furthermore, although there are a number of learning algorithms, the back propagation (BP) also known as Delta-rule algorithms is most often used. Training of the neural network is carried out to match the set of input data fed into the network through iterative adjustment of weights. In this process the weights between neurons is optimized during the learning or training process by the backward propagation of the error. The performance of the ANN was statistically measured by the root mean square error (RMSE), mean prediction error (MPE), using Eqs. [(1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(2)](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i = i}^{n}\left( {O_{pre.i} - O_{exp.i}} \right)^{2}}{n}}$$$$MPE = \frac{\sum\left( {O_{pre.i} - O_{exp.i}} \right)}{n}$$where the predicted output for observation i is O~per.i~, the experimental output is O~exp.i~ obtained for the observation i and n is the total number of data obs.

Other training algorithms available in ANN include gradient descent back propagation algorithms and genetic algorithm (GA). The gradient descent back propagation measures the output error and calculates the error gradient making necessary adjustment to the ANN weights in a descending gradient direction. There are three kinds of gradient descent back propagation algorithms namely incremental back propagation (IBP), batch back propagation (BBP) and quick propagation (QP). While BBP algorithm performs updating of the network weights once per iteration, as well as processing all the learning data pattern through the network, IBP performs updating of the network weights when every pattern in the learning data set has been presented, instead of updating the weights once per iteration ([@bib15]; [@bib13]). QP is a modified back propagation equipped with fast processing time.

On the other hand, GA has the advantage of acquiring an optimal solution from a generational search instead of the one point (local) search employed by the gradient descent and Levenberg Marquardt algorithm. The search is done according to predefined objective functions such as reproduction, crossover, and mutation ([@bib21]; [@bib15]). Also, compared to gradient descent algorithm, LM has the advantage of stability and fast convergence and has been useful in several modeling techniques ([@bib33]).

Recently, the need for sustainability in the construction industry, has brought about the incorporation of numerous wastes in concrete ([@bib39]; [@bib32]; [@bib24]). One of such wastes is steel fiber obtained from discarded tyres. Various researches in this area has found the material suitable for use as reinforcement in concrete and a suitable replacement for industrial steel fibres ([@bib29]; [@bib17]; [@bib12]; [@bib2]; [@bib26]; [@bib38]; [@bib28]). Furthermore, steel fibers have been identified as having the advantage of reducing the brittle nature of concrete as well as improving the mechanical properties of concrete (Chanh, 2004; [@bib34]; [@bib19]; [@bib22]; [@bib42]).

In addition, different studies reported that addition of moderate quantities of steel fibres improved the compressive strength (CS), flexural strengths (FS) and tensile strengths of conventional concrete with improved crack control as a result of improved bonding ([@bib29]; [@bib38]). The studies also reiterated the need for development of rapid and reliable prediction model to give an insight into the fresh and hardened mechanical properties of this concrete to encourage its application in the construction industry.

Therefore, the aim of our study is to identify the best ANN training algorithm for modeling the fresh and hardened properties of steel fibre reinforced concrete (SFRC). The five learning algorithm of ANN explored in this study were incremental back propagation, batch back propagation and quick propagation, Levenberg Marquardt and genetic algorithm. The objectives of our study are:1.Identify the best ANN training algorithm to model the fresh and hardened properties of steel fibre reinforced concrete2.Evaluate the interactions of the investigated variables such as water-cement ratio, steel fibre aspect ratio and cement content on the fresh and hardened properties of SFRC utilizing the identified best ANN training algorithm.

2. Materials and methods {#sec2}
========================

The Dangote brand of Ordinary Portland cement (Grade 42.5) purchased in Ado Ekiti local market was used, limestone obtained from a natural deposit available at Obajana, was ground to powder and used as filler. The particle size distribution is presented in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. From [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, it could be observed that the limestone powder obtained had particle sizes very close to that of the cement used. The coarse aggregate was granite of maximum size 20 mm obtained from a construction site in the premises of Ekiti State University (EKSU), Ado Ekiti. The sand used as fine aggregate was obtained from a river bank close to EKSU campus. [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} also presents the particle size distribution of the both coarse and fine aggregates. A proprietary superplasticizer Betocrete-F4 kindly provided by Advanced Chemical Technology, Ikeja was used to enhance workability of the concrete. The steel fibers used were 0.25 mm shredded into different lengths (see [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The volumetric fraction of steel fiber was kept constant at 1%. Potable water suitable for domestic purpose was used in concrete mixing.Fig. 2Grading curve for materials.Fig. 2Fig. 3Different lengths of shredded waste tyre steel fibers with different aspect ratios.Fig. 3

All materials were mix in a laboratory mixer with a uniform speed of sixty (60) revolution per minute (rpm). The mixing procedure is shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The workability of all mixtures was determined by means of slump test. Mixtures were cast into the 100 × 100 × 100 mm^3^ cubes for water absorption, compressive and split tensile strengths test. For the flexural strength test mixture were cast into 400 × 100 × 100 mm^3^ beams. All mixtures were manually compacted in three layers using a tampering rod. After casting, samples were kept in a laboratory (29 ± 2 °C) for twenty four hours (24) before demoulding. After demoulding, the samples were kept in water until the day of testing. The water absorption test was carried out after 24 hours of immersing samples in water while the compressive, split tensile and flexural strengths test was carried out at 28 days.Fig. 4Simplified flow chart for production of steel fiber reinforced concrete.Fig. 4

Slump test was carried out according to [@bib5] while water absorption was carried out according to [@bib6]. Also, flexural strength was carried out in accordance with [@bib7] using four-point loading test while splitting tensile strength test was done in compliance with [@bib8].

The slump measured in centimeter (cm) was the difference between the highest surface point of the concrete specimen to the underside of the tamping rod placed on top of the inverted slump cone mould after removal of excess concrete.

Water absorption was calculated according to [Eq. (3)](#fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$\text{Water}\ \text{absorption} = \frac{W_{2} - W_{1}}{W_{1}} \times 100$$where W~2~ = Weight of sample before immersion in waterW~1~ = Weight of sample after immersion in water

The compressive strength of each specimen was evaluated from the maximum crushing load in Newton (N) obtained from the compressive testing machine divided by the effective area in millimeter (mm) as shown in [Eq. (4)](#fd4){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$\text{Compressive}\ \text{strength} = \frac{Maximum\ crushing\ load}{Surface\ area\ of\ specimen}$$

The flexural strength of each specimen was determined using [Eq. (5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$R = \frac{3Fl}{4bd^{2}}$$where R = Flexural strength (N/mm^2^)L = Span of the beam (mm)b = breadth of beam (mm)d = depth of beam (mm)

The split tensile strength of each specimen was evaluated according to [Eq. (6)](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$F_{t} = \frac{2P}{\left( {\text{π}\ \text{DL}} \right)}$$where $F_{t}\ $= Tensile strength (N/mm^2^)P = Load at failure (N)D = Diameter of cylinder or side of the cube (mm)L = Length of the cylinder/cube (mm)

The factors considered in the design were aspect ratio (A) water/cement ratio (B) and % cement content. These factors were investigated for their impact on the performance of concrete reinforced with steel fibers. The properties evaluated are water intake/absorption, Compressive strength, split tensile strength and flexural strength and slump. The variation in aspect ratio was a function of the length to diameter ranged from 50 to 140. This variation in aspect ratio was determined by changes in length of steel fiber since the diameter of extracted steel fiber was 0.25 mm. [@bib29] observed that the diameter of steel fiber extracted through shredding was about 0.23 mm which is close to what was observed in the study. The water/cement ratio was varied between 0.25 and 0.4 due to the presence of superplasticizer. The superplasticizer was added at 3% by weight of cement. The percentage cement content was varied between 25 and 40. A central composite design (CCD) which allows the inclusion of axial experimental point was used in determining the experimental condition. The CCD is usually required in examining larger spread conditions were accurate prediction is required for a model with an unknown complexity ([@bib30]). A three factors experimental matrix presented in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} was developed using Design expert V.8, a total of 20 runs which includes eight (8) factorial points, six (6) center points and six (6) axial points. In coded terms the experimental conditions is expressed as −α, −1, 0, 1, +α. Where α = 1.633.Table 1CCD experimental conditions and mechanical properties steel fibre reinforced concrete.Table 1Run No.Aspect ratio (A)Water/ratio (B)Cement (C)Water intake/absorption (%)Compressive strength (N/mm^2^)Flexural strength (N/mm^2^)Split tensile strength (N/mm^2^)Slump (cm)**1140(+1)0.25(**−**1)25(**−**1)0.49330.45.46.40**250(−1)0.25(−1)25(−1)0.205337.85.103140(+1)0.4(+1)25(−1)0.278226.85.122450(−1)0.4(+1)25(−1)1.08226.46.523**595(0)0.325(0)32.5(0)1.08632.17.656.911**6140(1+)0.25(−1)40(+1)0.58946.58.35.78.97140(+1)0.4(+1)40(+1)1.09723.85.68.929895(0)0.325(0)32.5(0)0.976327.96.810**995(0)0.325(0)19.88(**−**α)0.785286.46.12**1095(0)0.325(0)45.11(+α)1.387246.55.9171119.32(−α)0.325(0)32.5(0)1.10230.56.94.5101295(0)0.325(0)32.5(0)1.27531.87.46.912**1395(0)0.325(0)32.5(0)1.106327.425711**1450(−1)0.25(−1)40(+1)1.12536.47.24.891595(0)0.325(0)32.5(0)0.91132.27.46.72101650(−1)0.4(+1)40(+1)0.894246.214.327**1795(0)0.325(0)32.5(0)1.0231.87.536.911**18170.68(+α)0.325(0)32.5(0)1.21928.56.5431995(0)0.45(+α)32.5(0)1.34917.86.84.5282095(0)0.2(−α)32.5(0)1.74111.333.840[^1]

The aforementioned factors were used as the inputs to the network while the properties of steel fiber reinforced concrete investigated were the output of the neutrons. The output neurons comprise of a total of five (5) nodes with each node represents the one property as illustration in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. In determining the number of hidden layers to be used in the ANN training the study utilized the recommendations of [@bib20] by using a single hidden layer since there was no improvement in the performance of the ANN network with increased number of hidden layers. In order to determine the number of nodes in the hidden layer a try and error process was used. The study started this process initially with five (5) neurons in the hidden layer and this number was increased until a minimum RMSE was observed using ten (10) nodes. The final MLP normal feed forward network used for training is designated as a 3:10:5 where three (3) represents the input neurons, ten (10) represents the hidden neuron and five (5) represents the output neurons. A transfer function known as sigmoid was used for the hidden and output layers. The sigmoid transfer function has the ability to computes its output to successive layers using [Eq. (7)](#fd7){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The increase in the value of α strengthens the non-linearity of the sigmoid function. The value of α for the study was one (α = 1) ([@bib13]):$${\varepsilon ̨}\left( \mu_{k} \right) = \frac{1}{1 + exp\left( {- \alpha\mu_{k}} \right)}$$where:$\varepsilon ̨$(μ~k~) = Transfer functionAlpha (α) = slope of transfer functionFig. 5A multilayer perception normal feed forward network used in training and modeling properties of steel fibre reinforced concrete.Fig. 5

The ANN training requires two other parameters which are the learning rate and the momentum coefficient. The function of the learning rate is to adjust the speed of the learning process. When it is fast the model learns faster and when it is too high, the convergence of the error surface can be impeded due to the oscillation of weight changes and as well overshoot the near optimal weight factor. The ANN model can also be trapped in error of local minimum rather than the global minimum, when the learning rate is too slow. The latter is used by the back propagation of ANN to update weight in order to avoid local minima and as well reduce oscillation of weight changes. A faster learning with no oscillation can be obtained by relating successive change in weight to previous weight change. The Momentum coefficient determines the current weight change by adding a proportion of the previous weight change. A simplified relationship showing the effect of these parameters on weight adjustment is presented in [Eq. (8)](#fd8){ref-type="disp-formula"} ([@bib15]):$$\text{New}\ \text{weight}\ \text{change} = \text{learning}\ \text{rate} \times \text{error} + \text{momentum}\ \text{coefficient} \times \text{last}\ \text{weight}\ \text{change}$$

This study utilized the default settings provided by CPC-X Software for learning rate and momentum coefficient. For IBP and BBP the values for learning rate and momentum coefficient are 0.15, and 0.8; 0.1 and 0.4, respectively. For QP the default learning rate is 0.8 while momentum coefficient is not utilized in QP. In the IBP and BBP learning rate and momentum coefficient remains constant all through the training process. In the case of QP, the learning step size is kept as large as possible to ensure learning stability since the learning rate is an adaptive one. In contrast to IBP and BBP the learning rate for QP starts at 0.8 and could increases as long as the network can learn without large error increase ([@bib15]).

In evaluating the ANN, splitting of data into the training and testing subset was carried out. The flow diagram utilized in identifying the best training algorithm is displayed in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. Five algorithms were utilized in the ANNs training. The training set of experimental data was used to train the network while the testing set was used to monitor the performance of the network. Both the training and testing data set had corresponding RMSE. Training automatically stop as soon as a minimum RMSE for test set prediction is achieved ([@bib15]). The performance of the system on the test data is used to measure the success of the learning process. These test data are usually not involved in the training process rather they are used in determining the generalization capability of the trained network which ensures that the trained data are not memorized during the learning process.Fig. 6Flow diagram for identifying the best training algorithm to use in ANN modeling of steel fibre reinforced concrete.Fig. 6

3. Results and discussion {#sec3}
=========================

3.1. Mechanical properties of steel fibre reinforced concrete {#sec3.1}
-------------------------------------------------------------

The fresh and hard mechanical properties of the steel fibre reinforced concrete are listed in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. In terms of compressive strength, majority of the steel fibre reinforced concrete (SFRC) produced can be classified as normal strength concrete since they fall within 20--39 N/mm^2^ (MPa) with the exception of experiment run 6 SFRC which can be classified as medium-strength concrete since it falls within 40--49 N/mm^2^ (MPa) according to the classification given by [@bib36]. Some researchers also obtained similar CS for SFRC ([@bib2]; [@bib10]; [@bib43]). The highest CS of 46.5 N/mm^2^ (MPa) was obtained by steel fibre with aspect ratio of 140, which correspond with steel fibre length of 43 mm. This implies fibre length and aspect ratio influences CS of SFRC. However, CS of experiment run 6 and 7 revealed that CS of SFRC is also influenced by W/C ratio. Though at the same aspect ratio of 140, a higher w/c ratio of 0.4 gave a lower CS of 23.8 N/mm^2^ due to higher slump of the SFRC. Therefore, it can be concluded that high w/c ratio reduces the CS of SFRC owing to the increased fibre dispersion while higher CS of SFRC is obtained at lower w/c ratio, high cement content and higher steel fibre aspect ratio.

It was also observed that a higher slump of SFRC was synonymous to lower CS irrespective of the aspect ratio and cement content. This phenomenon was exhibited by experimental values for runs 3, 4, 7, 14, 16 and 19. In addition, lowest slumps of 0--9 cm were also linked to very low w/c ratio and very low cement content as exhibited by experimental runs 1, 2, 9, 18 and 20. The observed low slumps also caused reduction of the flexural and split tensile strengths of the SFRC. The highest slump of 29 cm was obtained at 0.4 w/c ratio and 40% cement content and can be classified as very high according to the classification given by [@bib1]. Therefore, it can be concluded that careful selection of w/c ratio and cement content is very important to obtain SFRC with desirable mechanical properties. Similar slump values were obtained in another research ([@bib2]). Slump values above 50 mm (5 cm) are desirable for construction applications ([@bib9]). However, the allowable minimum and maximum slump depends on the desired concrete grade which varies from one project to another ([@bib37]; [@bib9]).

The flexural strength (FS) of the SFRC ranged from 3 to 8.3 N/mm^2^ (MPa). The highest flexural strength of 8.3 N/mm^2^ was obtained at low w/c ratio of 0.25 w/c and cement content of 40%. A close look at FS values for experiment runs 6, 14 and 2 revealed that high FS were obtained at low w/c ratios, high cement content and high aspect ratio. Therefore, it can be concluded that reinforcing effects of the steel fibres are activated at low w/c ratio, high cement content and high aspect ratio. However, care must be taken to avoid using a low w/c ratio which will result in SFRC of poor workability.

Split tensile strength (STS) values of the SFRC ranged from 3.84 to 8.9 N/mm^2^ (MPa) and were higher than STS values of 2--3.2 MPa reported in another study ([@bib23]). Highest STS of 8.9 MPa was obtained at w/c ratio of 0.4, high cement content of 40% and high aspect ratio of 140. Conversely, low STS of 3.84 N/mm^2^ was obtained at low w/c ratio of 0.2. A close look at the STS experimental values of runs 1 and 2 at the same w/c ratio and cement content but different aspect ratio and experiment runs 6 and 7 at the same aspect ratio and cement content but different water contents revealed that the effects of w/c on split tensile strength was greater that the effects of aspect ratio.

In addition, the effects of cement content on STS was very minimal when experimental runs 9 and 10 were considered at the same aspect ratio and cement content but different cement contents. Therefore, it can be concluded that careful selection of w/c ratio is paramount to obtain high STS in SFRC.

The water absorption values range from 0.205 to 1.741%. The highest water absorption of 1.741% was recorded by experiment run 20 at low w/c ratio of 0.2. Comparison of experimental result for runs 19 and 20 at the same aspect ratio and cement content but different w/c ratio, revealed that water absorption is higher at low w/c ratio. Comparison of water absorption values of experiment runs 1 and 2 as well as 3 and 4 revealed that short-fibre SFRC with low aspect ratio tend to absorb more water compared to longer-fibre SFRC with high aspect ratio at medium w/c ratio of 0.4. Therefore, it can be concluded that water absorption of SFRC is influenced by the fibre aspect ratio and w/c ratio utilized in the concrete mix.

3.2. Comparison of ANN training results using different algorithms {#sec3.2}
------------------------------------------------------------------

The study utilized numerical indicators and graphical representation in evaluating the performance of the model as presented in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} and Figs. [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, and [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} respectively. Numerical measures include determination of the optimum epoch at stopping point which gave the least RMSE for the test data set. The CPU time elapsed at the end of training for all algorithms were also compared and details of the CPU time are presented in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}. The statistical measures and performance indices for the five learning algorithms is also presented in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}. The RMSE and MPE of the test set were used in evaluating the precision and bias respectively. The predicting abilities of the ANN models obtained were verified using five test data set for each property investigated.Table 2Comparison between performance indexes of five training algorithms.Table 2Performance indexTraining algorithmIBPBBPQPLMGAWater intake/absorption (%)Average RMSE test set0.5930290.5817540.6269620.5499350.531741Average RMSE training0.3293210.5506510.5506510.5506510.550651Average MPE0.2469670.239840.239340.2038470.238413Compressive strength (N/mm^2^)Average RMSE test set5.8822876.4304727.3090578.5456437.92384Average RMSE training7.0572677.0787287.0195357.0229939.064883Average MPE1.9162671.18043.06624.5428675.383267Flexural strength (N/mm^2^)Average RMSE test set1.0128130.9812021.0003451.0944861.947622Average RMSE training1.0256591.0226971.0167921.0230991.291409Average MPE0.2147270.306760.2992730.430160.793073Split tensile strength (N/mm^2^)Average RMSE test set2.7590492.7742632.9027532.2008411.872817Average RMSE training0.5539860.5576820.5528880.5534421.655808Average MPE1.85711.834581.875441.8065732.012567Slump (cm)Average RMSE test set9.3095449.99067510.829479.1698755.54189Average RMSE training5.8698695.8916215.8595115.8622016.233546Average MPE2.6975322.710322.1545674.8024393.07862Average number of epoch at end the end of training47300832005945075020450Average CPU time elapsed1366711109Fig. 7Scattered plot for observed response (red) versus predicted response (blue) by ANN for the three gradient algorithms: (a) IBP, (b) BBP and (c) QP. The linear regression of the predicted and observed is represented by the straight line.Fig. 7Fig. 8Scattered plot for observed response (red) versus predicted response (blue) by LM-ANN. The linear regression of the predicted and observed is represented the line.Fig. 8Fig. 9Scattered plot for observed response (red) versus predicted response (blue) by GA-ANN.Fig. 9

From [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, a better average accuracy in prediction was observed with GA for the water absorption and split tensile strength, as compared with LM (0.531741 versus 0.549935) and (1.872817 versus 2.200841) respectively. However, the MPE of GA was more than that of LM (0.238413 versus 0.203847) and (2.012567 versus 1.806573). Similarly, GA was also observed to have performed better in predicting slump as compared to LM (5.54189 versus 9.169875). Moreover, GA showed a smaller MPE than that of LM (3.07862 versus 4.802439).

For compressive strength, IBP performed better compared to BBP judging by the values of RMSE obtained at the end of testing (5.882287 versus 6.430472) However, the MPE of IBP was more than that of BBP (1.916267 versus 1.1804). From evaluating the RMSE for flexural strength it was observed that BBP perform better when compared to QP (0.981202 versus 1.000345) However, the MPE of IBP was slightly more than that of QP (0.30676 versus 0.299273).

The number of training epochs and time elapsed for total epochs reflecting when the training was terminated, differed drastically among gradient decent modes as well as for Levenberg Marquardt and genetic algorithm (47300 epochs and 13 s for IBP; 83200 epochs and 66 s for BBP; 59450 epochs and 6 s for QP; 750 epochs and 11 s for LM; 20450 epochs and 109 s for GA, respectively). Further analysis on the performance of the ANN-trained models as proposed [@bib31] was explored. In this method the ANN predicted values for output of test data set plotted against their corresponding observed values as presented in Figs. [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, and [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}. From the linear regression analysis of these agreement plot the gradient (m), intercept (c) and good fitness (R^2^) was calculated. The aforementioned regression parameters gave a quick and spontaneous appraisal of the model performance. This method of analysis specifies that for a well-trained model the value of m, c and R^2^ (\|m, c, R\|) obtained for the test data set should be approximately 1, 0 and 1 respectively. For the five learning algorithm the values of \|m, c, R^2^\| obtained are \|0.83767, 1.199, 0.82\|, \|0.91778, 0.682, 0.77\|, \|0.89333, 0.713, 0.72\|, \|0.91106, 0.822, 0.79\| and \|0.78883, 0.884, 0.94\| for the IBP, BBP, QP, LM and GA respectively. Having obtained divergent views of the performance of the different learning algorithm in predicting the overall properties of concrete reinforced with steel fiber; the robustness of these modeling techniques was evaluated by the coefficient of determination (R^2^), the correlation coefficient (R) and the absolute fraction of variance (AFV) of the test data set given by Eqs. [(9)](#fd9){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(10)](#fd10){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and [(11)](#fd11){ref-type="disp-formula"} ([@bib25]; [@bib27]; [@bib41]).$$R^{2} = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i = i}^{n}\left( {{\ \text{O}}_{\text{per}.i} - O_{\text{exp}.i}} \right)^{2}}{\sum_{i = i}^{n}\left( {{\ \text{O}}_{\text{per}.i} - \ O_{m}} \right)^{2}}$$$$R = \sqrt{1 - \frac{\sum_{i = i}^{n}\left( {{\ \text{O}}_{\text{per}.i} - O_{\text{exp}.i}} \right)^{2}}{\sum_{i = i}^{n}\left( {{\ \text{O}}_{\text{per}.i} - \ O_{m}} \right)^{2}}}$$$$AFV = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i = i}^{n}\left( {{\ \text{O}}_{\text{per}.i} - O_{\text{exp}.i}} \right)^{2}}{\sum_{i = i}^{n}\left( O_{\text{exp}.i} \right)^{2}}$$where the predicted output for observation i is O~per.i~, the experimental output is O~exp.i~ obtained for the observation i $o_{m}$ is the average of the observed values and n is the total number of data observation.

### 3.2.1. ANN training using gradient descent algorithm {#sec3.2.1}

Comparison of the prediction and generalization ability of the three gradient descent modes revealed that IBP and BBP outperformed QP. However, among the three algorithms evaluated, BBP appeared to be less biased and more precise judging by it having the least MPE for all properties of steel fiber reinforced concrete investigated. With respect to compressive strength, split tensile strength and slump evaluated by the RMSE, IBP recorded the least RMSE value when compared to BBP. Moreover, no significant difference was found in the predictive ability of IBP and BBP for water absorption and flexural strength, although, the convergence speed of BBP is more than four times higher than that of IBP. In addition, the CPU time required by the IBP algorithm is only 19.70% of that required by the BBP algorithm.

[Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} (a) to (c) showed the correlation between the observed and predicted values for analysis done on all test data set with gradient descent algorithms. It also revealed the model with the highest and lowest predicting ability. The performance of the gradient descent algorithms was further evaluated by R, R^2^ and AFV. Judging by the aforementioned statistical parameters, the accuracy of the algorithm in prediction is in the order of IBP \> BBP \> QP with corresponding values of R, R^2^ and AFV of 0.904, 0.82 and 0.892; 0.876, 0.77 and 0.87; 0.852, 0.73 and 0.841 respectively. It can be observed that IBP exhibited the best predicting ability compared with the other two gradient descent algorithms. IBP recorded R value of 0.904 closest to one indicating a good positive relationship and R^2^ of 0.82. These results imply a sizable number of the points fell on the regression line with over 80% of the variation observed in the analysis adequately explained. In addition, IBP recorded AFV value of 0.892, which according to [@bib41] indicates a better predictive ability of the model when the AFV value is close to one.

### 3.2.2. ANN training using Levenberg Marquardt {#sec3.2.2}

Levenberg Marquardt (LM) another form of back propagation was used in training the neural networks. In order to access the predicting ability of LM, training was done using the same network architecture. In comparison with gradient decent algorithm, LM was observed to have the least average number of epoch while the entire CPU processing duration was close to that of IBP and QP when compared to BBP. Also, LM recorded the least RMSE for mechanical properties such as water absorption (RMSE = 0.549935), split tensile strength (RMSE = 2.200841) and slump (RMSE = 9.169875) when compared with the gradient decent algorithm. Furthermore, linear regression analysis of the performance of LM algorithm, displayed in [Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, revealed R value of 0.89, R^2^ value of 0.79 and AFV value of 0.885. In comparison with the gradient descent algorithms results, it was observed that LM was only outperformed by IBP.

### 3.2.3. ANN training using generic algorithm {#sec3.2.3}

GA was also utilized as a training algorithm in the study to ensure that the optimal weight of the network was attained. The selection type used was the absolute top mate selection which has the ability to select the first parent from the most fitted individual by iteration while the subsequent parent is randomly selected. The crossover type was the intermediate crossover which is a linear combination of two parents. A number of runs were carried out with varying population size, crossover rate and mutation rate and the best training set was achieved at 40, 0.8 and 0.1 respectively. The test set was used in determining the termination of training while the evolutionary drive was provided by the training set.

The criteria for accessing the performance of GA were similar to that used for the other algorithms. The average RMSE for the training and testing data set respectively was 0.550651 and 0.531741 for water absorption, 9.064883 and 7.92384 for compressive strength, 1.291409 and 1.947622 for flexural strength, 1.655808 and 1.872817 for split tensile strength and 6.233546 and 5.54189 for slump. The average number of epochs and CPU time attained at the end of training was 20450 and 109 respectively. The study explored linear regression to further access the performance of ANN trained with GA as presented in [Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}.

The R, R^2^ and AFV obtained from the plot were 0.97, 0.94 and 0.929 respectively. These results indicated that GA recorded the best predicting ability compared to other algorithms (gradient decent and Levenberg Marquardt algorithm). GA recorded the highest R value of 0.97 (closest to one which a good positive relationship between the predicted and the observed) and R^2^ of 0.94. This point of view was supported by the AFV value of 0.929 compared to 0.885 for LM and 0.841--0.892 for the gradient decent algorithms. Based on the statistical measures employed and comparison made for the five training algorithm (IBP, BBP, QP, LM and GA), it can be concluded that GA demonstrate a clear superior predicting ability over the back propagation algorithms such as IBP, BBP, QP and LM. Therefore, genetic algorithm (GA) is recommended for accurate ANN modelling and prediction of the mechanical properties of steel fibre reinforced concrete.

3.3. Response surface plots for genetic algorithm ANN modeling of SFRC properties {#sec3.3}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

With the aid of the genetic algorithm which recorded the best predictive performance, the response surfaces of experimental results were plotted to study the non-linear relationships among investigated variables such as aspect ratio, water/cement and cement content and observe their effects on mechanical properties of SFRC such as water absorption, compressive strength, flexural strength, split tensile strength and slump. The various response surface plots are displayed in Figs. [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}, [11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}, and [12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}. [Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} (a) to (e) displays the effect of aspect ratio and the water cement ratio while [Fig. 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"} (a) to (e) shows the effect of cement content and aspect ratio and [Fig. 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"} (a) to (e) displays the effect of water cement ratio and cement content for all responses.Fig. 10Response surface plots showing combined effects of variation in water-cement ratio and aspect ratio on (a) water absorption (b) compressive strength (c) flexural strength (d) split tensile strength (e) slump of steel-fibre reinforced concrete.Fig. 10Fig. 11Response surface plots showing combined effects of variation in cement content and water-cement ratio on (a) water absorption (b) compressive strength (c) flexural strength (d) split tensile strength (e) slump of steel-fibre reinforced concrete.Fig. 11Fig. 12Response surface plots showing combined effects of variation in cement content and aspect ratio on (a) water absorption (b) compressive strength (c) flexural strength (d) split tensile strength (e) slump of steel-fibre reinforced concrete.Fig. 12

According to [Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} (a), low water absorption was observed at low w/c ratio while the effect of varying aspect ratio seems negligible. The plots of compressive and flexural strength displayed in [Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} (b) to (c) revealed that these strength properties can be enhanced with low values of water cement ratio and moderate aspect ratio. The split tensile strength and slump displayed in [Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} (d) to (e) were observed to increase with increase in water cement ratio and aspect ratio. From [Fig. 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"} (a), it was observed that low values of water cement ratio and cement content reduces the water absorption of the concrete. With respect to compressive strength, flexural strength, split tensile strength and slump displayed in [Fig. 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"} (b) to (e), the effect of water cement ratio was significant with highest values obtained at w/c ratio of 0.45 while the cement content seems negligible.

Furthermore, [Fig. 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"} (a) revealed that increased cement content and reduced aspect ratio will result in reduced water absorption. Conversely, increased cement content and reduced aspect ratio was observed to enhance the compressive and flexural strengths of steel fibre reinforced concrete as shown in [Fig. 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"} (b) to (c). For split tensile strength, the role of cement content was significant while that of aspect ratio seems marginal as depicted in [Fig. 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"} (d). Also, the slump was observed to increase with increased aspect ratio and reduced cement content as displayed in [Fig. 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"} (e).

3.4. Analysis of relative importance of independent variables by genetic algorithm {#sec3.4}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The relative importance of each independent variable (w/c ratio, aspect ratio and percentage cement content) to the properties investigated in the study is presented in [Fig. 13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"}. Water- cement ratio recorded the highest significant contribution of 39.4%, followed by aspect ratio with contribution of 38.1% and cement content with least contribution of 22.5%Fig. 13Importance of independent variables.Fig. 13

4. Conclusion {#sec4}
=============

The study considered the application of artificial neural network (ANN) modeling techniques in predicting the properties of waste tire steel fiber reinforced concrete (SFRC). The effects of three independent variables namely aspect ratio, water-cement ratio and cement content on water absorption, compressive strength, flexural strength, split tensile strength and slump properties of fiber reinforced concrete were investigated. Five algorithms of the ANN were explored for training, namely incremental back propagation (IBP), batch back propagation (BBP), quick propagation (QP), Levenberg--Marquardt back propagation (LM) and genetic algorithm (GA). The predicting ability performance of the ANN training algorithms in descending order was GA \> IBP \> LM \> BBP \> QP. Genetic algorithm (GA) was selected as the best training algorithm for modeling and predicting the properties of concrete reinforced with fibers obtained from discarded tyre based on statistical measures of performance such as R, R^2^ and AFV. The results from our study supports the views of Cortez et al. (2002) who reported that genetic algorithm (GA) evolutionary approach is a better alternative to the back propagation. Therefore, our study concludes that selecting the right training algorithm is vital for successful ANN data modeling and genetic algorithm is highly recommended in ANN modeling to achieve high predictive efficiency.

The major findings from our research are as follows:•In terms of overall predictive efficiency, GA algorithm is preferable. The order of preference is GA \> IBP \> LM \> BBP \> QP. Therefore, careful selection of ANN is important for improved ANN predictive efficiency.•In terms of compressive strength and flexural strength predictions alone, IBP and BBP outperformed GA.•Water-cement ratio contributes slightly more than aspect ratio and cement content to the overall SFRC mechanical properties. The contribution of water-cement ratio, steel fibre aspect ratio and cement content were 39.4%, 38.1% and 22.5% respectively. Therefore, careful selection of water-cement ratio and steel-fibre aspect ratio is imperative to achieve desirable SFRC with improved mechanical properties.•Waste tire steel fibres are recommended as a suitable replacement for industrial fibres in steel-fibre reinforced concrete.
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[^1]: The test data set are presented in bold characters.
